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outrageous, the
brain-baffling, the bizarre. Prepare to behold
and discard as well your fear of the

a pageant without equal. Perhaps you’ve seen ﬁre-eaters and contortionists. But who among you has looked upon a lipogram? A
mondegreen? Zaum?
For most of us, a tree is a tree. But some — the imaginers, the
tinkerers — turn trees into canoes and their leaves into sails. Those
you’re about to meet are of this ilk. Their voyages? Extraordinary.
Their persistence? Superhuman. The realm they explored? Not the
physical one, but the airy land of letters.
You and I may barely notice the words ﬂitting around us. But
these men and women? Intoxicated by their shapes and sounds!
Seeing music and mathematics where we see simply information!
Collecting, dissecting, constructing verbal wonders as colossal and
rarely glimpsed as the overgrown pyramids of the Mayans! Each
of their tales is more astounding than the last. And every one of
them true!
We take pride in our progress from caves to condominiums, but is
that the whole story of humanity? If so, how to explain our elaborate
pursuits that don’t improve the roofs over our heads or add a cent to
our bank accounts? Could it be that we live not on bread alone but
also on curiosity, challenge, beauty, and play? Ponder the ﬁgures I’ll
now introduce.

Let the parade begin!

Daniel
Nussbaum
1949–

MASTER OF PL8SPK

Painters use paint, am I right? I would have been,
until they looked back at centuries’ worth of collage art and began
adding strips of wallpaper and snippets from newspapers to their
work. These days, museum walls routinely hold everyday objects,
from postcards to dolls’ heads. Who needs the art supply store?
Artists increasingly ﬁnd their materials in daily life.
Our ﬁrst subject has done the same with words. Words picked
from perhaps the strangest source ever tapped.
His name? Daniel Nussbaum!
His source? The letters and numbers on California’s vanity
license plates!
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Yes, you heard me correctly. Conﬁrmation can be found in his
book PL8SPK. Combing a printout of the state’s 1.3 million vanity
plates, adding only punctuation, he retold well-known stories of
every sort, beginning with the book of Genesis:
INTHE BEGINNG DYD GODCR8 HEAVEN PLUS EARTH. THE HLYSPRT
CRUZD ONE TOTALEE VOID MONDO DARKNIS. THENN GODSAYD, “LET
THERR BELITE.” THERE WUZ LITE. THELITE IS CALLED DAY, THEDARK
IZZ NIGHTT. GODZRAD. HESED, “XZLNT, FERSUR.”

One gentleman, I see, has already left us. He’ll miss the creation
of the rest of the universe. Not to mention the automotive translation of the tragedy of Oedipus, the king of Thebes, who unknowingly
killed his father and married his own mother. It begins:
ONCEPON ATIME LONGAGO IN THEBES IMKING. OEDIPUS DAKING.
LVMYMRS. LVMYKDS. THEBENS THINK OEDDY ISCOOL. NOPROBS. OKAY
MAYBE THEREZZ 1LITL1.

And then there’s the myth of Narcissus: BHOLD MMOI!
Hamlet: 2BORWAT?
The Emperor’s New Clothes: MYMYMY IMSOGQ.
The story of Noah’s Ark: THEGR81 DOTH TEL NOAH, “IMFEDUP 2DMAAX.”
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GR8PLT

Romeo and Juliet: GESSWAT! BE4 HEE SPLIT, ROMEO KISTME! HESSOQT!
BYGTME! ISWEAR!

And, most appropriately given its celebration of driving, Jack
Kerouac’s novel On the Road, the word-jazz classic of the Beat era
starring the restless Dean Moriarty:
HEYDIG! DIGDAT. DIGTHS. DIGGIN ITALL, THERZ DEANNME, ALLAUS
YOUNG1S, EGCITED BY WOWLIFE, WANTING EVRYTNG ATONCE4
WEHAD2 MUCH2DO 2TASTE TOHEAR 2DIG2 SEEEE.

Is there a Californian in the house? You, madam? If you’d consider buying a personalized plate, you might be giving Mr. Nussbaum
the very word he needs in the future.
You would? XZLNT!
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JeanDominique
Bauby
1952–1997

EYE WRITING

Authors are said to compose in studies and
garrets. But some write in rooms no larger than their heads, producing no sound of quill or keyboard, their labor invisible to the
world. Behold the incredible Jean-Dominique Bauby!
A man of culture and wit, he was the editor of the French fashion
magazine Elle. Picture him driving a new BMW through Paris on a
day in December. Then imagine his view out the window beginning
to blur. He notices sweat beading on his forehead. Then he begins
seeing double. He pulls to the curb.
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When he gets out, he ﬁnds he’s lost control of his muscles. He
struggles to remain standing. He’s rushed to a clinic. He tries to
speak but can’t. He remembers he has theater tickets for that night.
His last thought is that he needs to call and cancel. Then he sinks
into a coma.
Bauby has suﬀered a rare stroke to the brain stem. Twenty days
later, he wakes from the coma. Gradually his mind regains its
sprightly form. But his body? Immobile, an insect in amber. From
head to toe, he’s unable to move a muscle, save one. He can blink his
left eyelid.
The doctors call his condition locked-in syndrome. Bauby is in
solitary conﬁnement within his own body. The sense of isolation is
crushing, especially for a writer. But his ability to blink holds hope.
The staﬀ proposes using the alphabet to smuggle out his thoughts.
He blinks his agreement.
In his head, he begins composing. He assembles words into
sentences. He builds these into paragraphs and commits them
to memory. Then a secretary recites the alphabet, the letters
rearranged according to how commonly they’re used in French:
e, s, a, r, i, n, t . . . When Bauby hears the desired letter, he blinks.
The letter is written down and the alphabet is recited again. Slowly,
his report appears, his quick mind impatient with the painstaking
process.
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Meticulous people never go wrong: they scrupulously note
down each letter and never seek to unravel the mystery
of a sentence before it is complete. Nor would they dream of
completing a single word for you. Unwilling to chance the
smallest error, they will never take it upon themselves to
provide the “room” that follows “mush,” the “ic” that follows
“atom,” or the “nable” without which neither “intermi” nor
“abomi” can exist.

He sketches life in the hospital on the English Channel that’s
become his new home.
In one section are a score of comatose patients, patients at
death’s door, plunged into endless night. They never leave
their rooms. Yet everyone knows they are there, and they
weigh strangely on our collective awareness, almost like a
guilty conscience.

Staﬀ and friends take their August vacations, then return.
Outside, time ﬂies. In room 119, it crawls.
Sunday. I dread Sunday, for if I am unlucky enough to have
no visitors, there will be nothing at all to break the dreary
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passage of the hours. No physical therapist, no speech
pathologist, no shrink. Sunday is a long stretch of desert, its
only oasis a sponge bath even more perfunctory than usual.

He returns to the day of the stroke.
Our farewells were brief, our lips scarcely brushing together.
I am already running down stairs that smell of ﬂoor polish.
It will be the last of the smells of my past.

He gains the ability to move his neck slightly. He likens his body
to a heavy diving bell.
A very black ﬂy settles on my nose. I waggle my head to
unseat him. He digs in. Olympic wrestling is child’s play
compared to this.

Speech therapy is no easier.
On good days, between coughing ﬁts, I muster enough
energy and wind to be able to puﬀ out one or two phonemes.
On my birthday, Sandrine managed to get me to pronounce
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the whole alphabet more or less intelligibly. I could not have
had a better present. It was as if those twenty-six letters had
been wrenched from the void; my own hoarse voice seemed
to emanate from a far-oﬀ country.

He’s fed by a tube in his arm but dines more pleasurably on imaginary meals.
Depending on my mood, I treat myself to a dozen snails, a
plate of Alsatian sausage with sauerkraut, and a bottle of
late-vintage Gewürztraminer. . . . But today I could almost
be content with a good old proletarian hard sausage trussed
in netting and suspended permanently from the ceiling in
some corner of my head.

He’d been a world traveler. This doesn’t change.
My mind takes ﬂight like a butterﬂy. There is so much
to do. You can wander oﬀ in space or in time, set out for
Tierra del Fuego or for King Midas’s court. You can visit
the woman you love, slide down beside her and stroke her
still-sleeping face.
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What began as a letter to friends grows into a book. Its title is The
Diving Bell and the Butterﬂy.
I am fond of my alphabet letters. At night, when it is a little
too dark and the only sign of life is the small red spot in
the center of the television screen, vowels and consonants
dance for me.

The book was published in 1997. Bauby died two days later.
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Thomas
Urquhart
1611–1660
THE WORDAHOLIC

Set your watches back ﬁve hundred years. Modern
English is just crawling out of the chrysalis of Middle English.
Modern French, Spanish, German, Italian are likewise emerging.
An educated European must know Greek, Latin, Hebrew, and at least
three of the new languages. The result? A call for a universal tongue,
bridging Europe’s many borders.
Latin is the most likely candidate, but too few speak it. Ancient
Greek and Hebrew lack modern vocabulary. The new European
tongues? They’re strictly national and fractured further into dialects.
In 1629, with no universal language in sight, the philosopher René
Descartes proposes that someone build one from scratch. Here would
be a chance for a perfectly regular grammar, free of exceptions. A
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